
Metu Ncc Pandemic Hospital Project designed to use shipping containers to keep the project sustainable, low cost, expandable and

structurally safe.

Precautious  : Lack of built-in container wall can lead to over-deflection and even failure. ISO container resist significant forces, but an 

excessive cutouchange can cause instability, So, it is suggested to use strengthen members to overcome this problem. Considering the 

linkages between these containers, they must be held together as much as possible so that in the case of large lateral loads applied to the 

system, they retain their integrity better
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Introduction and Statement of the Problem
As it is known, Cyprus does not have enough hospitals and equipment against any pandemic disease. Therefore , the implementation of this 

project is extremely important for the well-being and safety of students living on the campus. The fact that local people living outside the 

campus will benefit from this project will increase the prestige of the university. There are three main advantages of container hospital: first of 

all, it is the fastest way for the project to start patient acceptance, secondly, the strength and durability of the building is another factor, lastly,

the construction of the hospital with the most economical method is using containers.

Architectural Plan Modelling of the Project Location of Site

Staircase Modelling Container arrangement on Etabs Footing Design

Analysis shows the bending moment 

diagram of the structure using ETABS 18V 

as well as the axial forces for Staircases 

Using SAP2000.

Soil pressure is less than the allowable 

bearing pressure so everything is within 

limits using SAFE 12

Every twist lock acts in three different 

directions as a spring element. The values 

of stiffness were derived through the use of 

tri-dimensional solid elements. These were 

designed to resist torsion, compression and 

tension loads.

Wind analysis shows the forces on the 

structure generated by wind loading and all 

forces are within limits using Robot 

Structural Analysis 

Demand and capacity shows that the 

structure is safe to use as all requirements

of the structure are less than the capacity.
Cost estimated for the Project is 

34145800 TL.


